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Abstract 
We present a mathematical treatment of the so called RFC-counting which is applied to 
functions from subsets of [w to [w and which essentially counts upcrossings for each pair of levels. 
In mechanical engineering it is applied to stress or strain histories to assess their potential 
fatigue damage. We associate three measures on [w2 with RFC-counting and study their 
properties. Using the subadditive ergodic theorem of Kingman (1975) we prove a law of large 
numbers for these measures when they are applied to the paths of a stationary process. We 
compute the limit b explicitly e.g. for one-dimensional stationary diffusion processes. ji may be 
compared with the spectral measure. 
Keywords; Upcrossing measure; Rainflow counting; Fatigue analysis; Stationary process; 
Excursion; Law of large numbers; Random measure; Vague convergence 
1. Introduction 
In this article we define the notion of an upcrossing measure and establish a law of 
large numbers for the upcrossing measure of the paths of a stationary real-valued 
process. 
If f: [0, T] -+ [w is continuous and x < y then let u(x x, y) be the number of 
upcrossings offfrom x to y on the interval [0, r]. We will show that the collection 
+2 = {u(fl x, y); x < y} can be represented as a discrete measure v on A = {(x, y)e[w2: 
x < Y) via v~~,~~(_L  - a, xl x CY, ~0)) = 4L x, Y) , so v is something like a discrete 
density of the “distribution function” U. This representation allows us to introduce 
a topology on 42 in a natural way - namely the vague topology on the set A? of Radon 
measures on A. 
Iff is the realization of a stationary process on [0, co), then it is natural to ask 
whether T- 'vLo, =](_f; .) converges almost surely in the vague topology to some Radon 
measure ji as T-P co. We will show that this is true under slight integrability 
conditions in Chapter 3 and that ,iI is deterministic in case the process is ergodic. Note 
that the almost sure convergence of the average number of upcrossings per unit time 
to some limit for fixed x < y follows easily from the subadditive ergodic theorem of 
Kingman (1975) but our theorem provides more information. The examples in 
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Chapter 4 show that in some cases the limit b can be computed explicitly. In the 
ergodic case the limit g may be contrasted with the spectral measure m provided 
both exist. While m behaves nicely under linear systems (which @ does not), 6 be- 
haves nicely under nonlinear transformation of the state and under (random) time 
change (which m does not). In a number of cases - such as fatigue analysis which we 
describe below - p seems to be more relevant than m. This suggests a time series 
analysis based on estimates of D rather than or in addition to periodogram analysis in 
certain cases. 
We believe that upcrossing measures are of some intrinsic mathematical interest but 
they also have important applications in fatigue analysis which was our motivation 
for studying them. Let f(t), t 2 0 be a real-valued stress- or strain function which is 
applied to some mechanical unit (part of a car, airplane, machine etc.). It has been 
verified experimentally that in many situations the number of upcrossings between all 
pairs of levels is a “sufficient statistic” to a considerable degree of accuracy: if two 
different stress (or strain-) functions f and g on [0, r] have the same number of 
upcrossings between any pair of levels then the number of replications off and 
g needed to lead to failure of a given unit are approximately the same. 
In fatigue applications a sample of the strain function f is obtained by measurement 
(in a car on the street for example). Iff is modelled as a realization of a stationary 
ergodic process, then its scaled upcrossing measure or some smoothed version of it 
can be considered to be an estimate of ii - in fact a reasonably good one since the 
samples are usually rather long. Some companies then generate artificial (very long) 
strain functions from the estimate of p and apply them to the unit on a test stand. To 
justify this method mathematically some kind of LLN for upcrossing measures is 
needed. 
Instead of considering upcrossing-measures engineers have looked at the closely 
related “rainflow” (RFC) or “range-pair-range” statistic which was introduced inde- 
pendently by Matsuishi and Endo (1968) and de Jonge (1982). The relationship 
between (up)crossings and RFC have been worked out independently by Rychlik 
(1992~) (see also Frendahl and Rychlik (1993)) and the author (see Beste et al. (1992, 
and Ref. [6] therein)). 
Let us explain the idea of rainflow counting. In Fig. 1 s(t) and o(t) represent an 
example of a strain/stress relationship. Stress and strain are not functions of one 
another but exhibit a hysteresis phenomenon. In Fig. 1 there are three closed 
hysteresis loops. One can associate withf(t) = s(t), 0 I t I T a measure p on A which 
has mass neNo at (x, y) if there are n closed loops with lower strain level x and upper 
strain level y. In the example p has three atoms of unit mass each. Note that in order to 
determine p knowledge of the function E(t) is sufficient. The precise relationship 
between o(t) and c(t) is immaterial for this. This measure p ~ or rather its discretization 
to a matrix - is known as rainflow statistic or rainflow matrix. We will term 
p “rainflow measure” or “oscillation measure” off: 
The relation between p and v is rather simple: every closed loop whose strain range 
contains [x, y] contributes exactly one upcrossing of the strain function E from x to y. 
To get all upcrossings one has to add the number of upcrossings of the “residual” 
strain function which by definition is the function oft which is left over when all closed 
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Fig. 1 
loops have been deleted. In particular for any givenf(t), 0 I t I T p(f, A) s v(f; A) 
for every A E d. 
One may expect that p and v applied to the paths of a stationary process exhibit the 
same asymptotics as t + co due to the fact the residual will typically be negligible 
compared to the closed loops for large t. We will show in Chapter 3 that this is true. 
What is the significance of this result? Engineers are primarily interested in a LLN for 
p. Rychlik (1987, 1988,1992) has done some work on this but his formulae for the limit 
fi are rather nonexplicit and restricted to special cases even in cases where an explicit 
computation is possible. Knowing that the LLN gives the same limit b for both p and 
v however allows us to compute p(( - 03, x] x [y, co)) as the limiting average number 
of upcrossings of the process from x to y - a quantity which can be computed easily 
and explicitly in some cases - basically whenever one has a formula for expected first 
passage times e.g. for diffusions. Of course this requires in addition a proof of the fact 
that T-l~Lo,Tl(f; x, y) converges to I(( - co, x] x [y, co)) almost surely. 
Beside the fatigue interpretation the measure p also helps to establish the LLN for v. 
Loosely speaking p has some nice superadditivity properties which v is lacking and 
which allow for the effective application of the subadditive ergodic theorem of 
Kingman (1975). 
Apart from the literature quoted so far Dowling (1972) studies the rainflow statistic 
and emphazises its reliability in fatigue analysis. Lindgren and Rootzen (1987) con- 
tains a more mathematical treatment mostly based on Rychlik’s work. Kruger et al. 
(1985) contains an on-line algorithm designed by the author for generating random 
sequences from p (which can be applied to units on a test stand). We point out that 
level crossing counting, which is popular in fatigue analysis (e.g. Holm and de Mare 
(1985)) is a function of v. Level crossing counting cannot be applied to nonsmooth 
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functions but for smooth functions it may be used for conservative estimates of fatigue 
life. In addition explicit formulae for the asymptotics are known in a number of cases 
for which ,ii is not known explicitly. 
Results on distributional properties of v or ,U applied to the paths of Brownian 
excursion or Brownian motion upto a fixed or stopping time will appear in a forth- 
coming paper (recall that upcrossings, local time and excursion theory are intimately 
related). Let us point out that the tree structure of excursions as defined in Le Gall 
(1991, p. 1404 ff) (which is used in connection with the explicit construction of 
superprocesses) can be visualized in the stress-strain diagram (Fig. 1). In Fig. 1 the 
residual (the “root”) contains two closed loops (“offspring”) one of which contains 
a further loop. 
The paper is organized as follows: we construct v in 2.2 via a (deterministic) point 
process p on d x time interval which marks the time when an additional upcrossing of 
range (x, y) Ed has been completed. We believe that it is worth treating the case where 
fis just regular and not necessarily continuous. The price we have to pay is a slightly 
complicated definition of p. The remainder of Chapter 2 contains the definition of 
p and properties of p and v needed in Chapter 3. Chapter 2 is completely nonstochas- 
tic. In Chapter 3 we establish the LLN mentioned before and in Chapter 4 we provide 
five examples. 
For definition and elementary properties of vague convergence of Radon measures 
on locally compact second countable Hausdorff spaces we refer the reader to Bauer 
(1968) Kallenberg (1976) or Karr (1986, Appendix). 
2. Definition and properties of upcrossing- and oscillationmeasures 
In this chapter we assume thatf: [w + 1w is a regular function i.e.fhas finite right and 
left limits at every ~E[W. In particularfis bounded on bounded intervals. We start by 
defining an “upcrossing measure” \‘I associated withfrestricted to a bounded interval 
I of [w. 
Notation 
R = {f: 1w + rW,f is regular}, 
d = ((x, y)~[w~: x < y) equipped with the topology of [w’, 
&?(A) = Bore1 sets of d, 
BJd) = relatively compact Bore1 sets of d, 
E,, = ( - 00, xl x Cy, ~1 for (x, ~1~4 
M = Radon measures on A equipped with the vague topology, 
I, J = intervals of [w (bounded or unbounded, open, closed or halfopen). 
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YuQ) = uER{s-~ s, s+} equipped with the total ordering defined by 
s-<s<s+<t-fors,t~~,s<t. 
9(J) = {t0([W): v s, ufzJ:s I t I u} u {inf(J)+} 
u {sup(J))}, where{s+} = {s-}:= 0 ifs $ [w. 
Using 9(J) rather than J as the index set of a regular function will turn out to be 
very handy in the following. We will only use the order structure of X(J) but no 
topology on 9(J) If fsR, then f can be naturally extended to 9([w) by defining 
f(s’) = limrlsf(t) andf(s-) = lim,tSf(t) for se[w. The extension will again be denoted 
by5 
Definition 2.1. For (x, y)~d and f: J + [w 
&(f;x, y):= sup{kEN: vsi < tl < S2 . . . <Sk < tk; S1, &Es,: 
f(Si) I X,f(ti) 2 y for all iG{l, . , k}} 
is called the number of strict upcrossings off on J from x to y. 
uJ(J x, y) := lim GJ(J x + 8, y - E) 
El0 
is called the number of (almost) upcrossings off on J from x to y. 
Remark. The reason for the slight deviation from the usual definition is that (almost) 
upcrossings will play a more important role than strict upcrossings in the following. 
Of course both notions coincide iffis continuous and J compact. Further (almost) 
upcrossings become strict ones if one allows Si, ti to be in 9(J) in the definition of G and 
if J is bounded and f is regular. 
Next we define the upcrossing measure v,K .) in a constructive way rather than 
using Caratheodory’s extension theorem. We first define a discrete measure p on I x A 
and then let vr(i .) be its marginal on A. Roughly speaking p has an atom at (t, x, y) in 
case an upcrossing of range (x, y) is completed at t. Especially in the stochastic case the 
point process p, is of independent interest and will be used in the next chapter. Our 
approach is very similar but not equivalent (even in the continuous case) to that of 
Rychlik (1993, p. 378). 
Definition 2.2. LetfER, (x, y)~d, I a bounded interval and ts9(l) Define 
s = s,(t,f) := 
sup{rE9(1), Y < t,f(r) > y} if such an r exists, 
inf{Y(Z)} otherwise, 
u = u,(t,f) := 
inf{rg9(Z), r > t,f(r) 2 y} if such an r exists, 
cc otherwise, 
ml:= inf f(r), 
ss*<t 
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inf f(r) if u # co, 
m2 := t<r<u 
-02 if u = co (where r~4(1)), 
1 
P,(f, 6 cc.? Y))) := 
if x = m, v m2 and y =f(t), 
0 otherwise, 
Wt4:= 1 vdf; {ky)}) for AsA. 
W.Y)EA 
~~(1; .) is called “upcrossing measure off (restricted to I) “. 
Remark. v,(f; .) can be regarded as a measure either on 99(d) or 2’. Obviously it takes 
values in No u {co>. The reason for calling tll “upcrossing measure” will become 
apparent in the following proposition. The readers who are eager to see an example 
may peep ahead to 4.5. 
Proposition 2.3. Let fER and I be a bounded interval. Then \>,(A .) ~ regarded as 
a measure on &l(A) - is the only measure satisfying vr(f; E,,,) = ur(J x, y) for all 
(x, ykA. 
Proof. Uniqueness is immediate since d:= {E,,,(x, y)~d} generates g(A), 6 is closed 
under finite intersections, u~(J x, y) < co for (x, y)eA and A is the union of countably 
many members of 6’. 
It remains to prove vl(.f; E,,) = u,(j; x, Y) for all (x, y)~d. Fix (x, y)~d and let 
m = u,(A x, y) ( < co) . The assertion is clearly true for m = 0, so we assume m 2 1. 
Define by induction 
S1 = inf{tE9(1): f(t) 5 x) 
TP = inf{tE4(1): t > S,,f’(t) 2 y), 1 I p < m 
S, = inf{tE4(1): t > T,_ 1, f (t) I x}, 2 I p I m 
Sm+ 1 = sup 4(I) 
M,= max f(r) 
*=F,.S,+ II 
t, = max{tE[S,, S,+J: f(r) = M,}(~4(1)), 1 I p I m. 
Then - by Definition 2.2 ~ p,(f; t,, {(v, M,) j) = 1 for precisely one c’ 2 x while for 
all t$ {tl, , tm), L’ 5 x and w 2 Y we have p[(f; t, {(v, w)]) = 0 proving the asser- 
tion. 0 
It is obvious that for fixed ,fER and bounded interval Iv~(~; .) takes values in 
No u {cxJO), v[(J K) < co for compact sets K GA (so v,(L .) is a Radon measure on 
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(A, B(d))) and that v,V; .) has bounded support in the Euclidean metric of R2. It is not 
hard to see that these three properties characterize upcrossing measures i.e. for 
a measure v with these properties there existsfgC[O, l] say such that v( .) = I’[~, r)(,J .). 
We will not need this fact however. We also mention that one has obvious transforma- 
tion formulae for v, w.r.t. a nondecreasing, continuous time-change and w.r.t. a non- 
decreasing and continuous transformation of the state space R. 
The following obvious super- and subadditivity properties will be of fundamental 
importance for us in Chapter 3. 
Properties 2.4 (Super- and Subadditivity). Let I, I,, I2 he bounded intervals such that 
I = I, u I, and II n I2 = 8,.fER and (x, y)~d. 
(a) yt(.f; E,,) 2 yrl(f; E,,) + yt,(f; E,,) and yt(5 E,,) I ~,(.f; E,,) + vr,(fl E,,) + 1. 
The same inequalities hold if E,, is replaced by E$’ = {(II, w)EA: v < x < y I w} or 
Ei$’ = ((v, w)EA: v I x -=c y < w} or EL;’ = {(v, w)EA: v < x < y < w}. 
(b) Let K,, K2 be (bounded) intervals such that A = K, x K2cBC(A). Then 
y,,(.f; A) + lJ,,(J A) - 2 I 1’1 (f; A) I v,,(J A) + v,,(J A) + 2. 
Proof. (a) is obvious, (b) follows from (a). 0 
Up to now we only considered bounded intervals of R as the domain of definition 
for p and 11. To avoid technical complications we only generalize p to unbounded 
intervals since this way we will get a stationary point process in the next chapter under 
stationarity conditions on the corresponding stochastic process. Proposition 2.6 will 
be needed in the next chapter. It states in what sense V, and oI - which will be 
introduced in 2.7 ~ are close. 
Definition and Lemma 2.5. Let J be an interval (possibly unbounded), fe R and tEY(J). 
Assume there exists a bounded interval I c J such thut ,for each bounded interval 
Is K G J there exists some xK <,f (t) such that pK(A t, { (x,,f (t))}) = 1. Then 
x = lim90,r,(,,x6C - o,f (t)C exists. Define pJ(i t, ((x, f (t)))) = 1 (and = 0 other- 
wise). Then pJ agrees with the former dejnition if J is bounded. 
Proof. Definition 2.2 shows that xK decreases when K increases as long as u = a or 
as long as u # co. Since uL(t) # 03 implies u,(t) # co for bounded K 2 L, the existence 
of the limit XE[ - ‘m,,f(t)[ follows. The last assertion holds trivially. 0 
Remark. Note that p,(,f; .) is a discrete measure on Y(J) x A, where 
d = A u {( - co, y): y~Iw}. Observe that ~teS(Jj pJ(f; t, d\A) I 1, so restricting to 
A we lose at most one atom. 
Proposition 2.6. Assume _f~rW, I bounded, JzI an interval, (x, y)~d and define 
E$!, i = 1, 2, 3 as in 2.4(a), E$: = E,,. 
(a) \k(.f E$,‘) - 2 5 1 re.fl(,, PJ(A t, E$) I ~~r(.fY El’,!) + 1, i = 1, 2, 3, 4 
(b) L~I(.L K) - 6 I 1 tt4c1, PJ(,~; t, K) I ~~d.1; K) + 6 .for every K = K, x K,&%!,(A), 
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where K1, K2 are (bounded) intervals. 
(c) v,(.L 4 - 2 5 &I) PJ(f; 4 4 g VI(f; 4 + 1. 
Proof. (b) follows immediately from (a). 
(a) Assume t,, t2E9(Z), t1 < t2 satisfy pJ(f, tj, E,,) = 1 for j = 1, 2. Then 
x 2 inf,,,,,,, f(r) and therefore P,(J t2, E,,) = 1 i.e. we have shown the right inequal- 
ity for i = 4. 
Conversely assume tl, tzES(Z), t1 < t2 satisfy p,(f; tj, E,,) = 1 for j = 1,2. Again 
x 2 inf,l,,,,2 f(r) and therefore p,(f, tl, E,,) = 1 or pJ(f; tl, d\d) = 1. Recalling the 
previous remark we have shown the left inequality for i = 4. 
The inequalities for i = 1,2, 3 follow from the continuity of the corresponding 
measures. 
(c) Ifp,(f, t, A) = 1 for tEX(Z) and t # sup Y(Z) then pJ(f; t, if) = 1 which-together 
with the previous remark ~ implies the first inequality. Conversely, if pJ(f, t, A) = 1 for 
tE$(Z) andf’is not constant on [inf Y(Z), t], then pl(fT t, A) = 1. 0 
2.1. Oscillation measures 
Now we give a rigorous definition of the oscillation- or rainflow measure p which 
has been mentioned in the introduction. Recall that p,(f, {(x, y)]) is supposed to 
represent the number of “closed loops” of strain-range [x, y] in the stress-strain 
diagram. To arrive at a mathematical definition first note that a closed loop never 
disappears or changes in case the (strain-) function f(t), 0 5 t 5 T is extended to 
domain iw in an arbitrary way. Furthermore f can be extended in such a way to 
a function from [w to [w that the number of loops of range [x, y] on [0, 7J equals 
vK(f, {(x, y) }) for some K ?,I. Therefore we dejne p,(f, {(x, y)}) as the infimum of the 
mass v&Z, 1(x, Y))) over all extensions offi, to larger intervals K. This way we avoid 
any reference to stress-strain relationship. Apart from the obvious results 2.8(a) and 
(b) the superadditivity property 2.8(e) will be of fundamental importance for us. Note 
that 2.8(e) is rather obvious heuristically using the “closed loop” interpretation. It is 
true - but we will neither need nor prove ~ that our definition coincides with the result 
of rainflow-counting algorithms in the discrete-time case. 
Definition 2.7. Let Z be a bounded interval,fER. 
Pr(J ((x9 y)l):= inf Mgr {(x, y)}), K bounded interval, (x, y)~d 
Kll,$JE.Y 
The measure ,~~(f; .) on (d, B(d)) is called “oscillation (or rainflow-) measure of .f 
on Z “. 
rt(.f; .I:= v,(J.) - PI(J .I 
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is called “residual upcrossing measure offon I”. Further we define the measure cr on 
A by 
Remark. The fact that r,(A .) is a measure i.e. vl(J A) - ,u,(L A) 2 0 for all AE~?(A) 
follows from the next proposition. It is not true that p,(f, A) = infK.,,,,,y v,(g, A) for 
all AEB(A)! Take e.g. A = Eol, I = [0, l],f(x) = x; then the left side is zero and the 
right side is one. 
Given,f, I and (x, y) let us specify some K and g which minimize the right hand side 
of the equation defining p. Let K be any bounded interval strictly extending I on both 
sides. Define g =f on I and g = Y + 1 to the right of I iff the last visit of f to 
( - co, x] u [y, co) in I was in [y, co) and g = x - 1 otherwise and analogously to the 
left of I. We write gs for this function (adding arguments I, (x, y) in case of ambiguity). 
The fact that K, gf are minimizers is straightforward to check. 
Proposition 2.8. AssumeJiR, I a bounded interval, (x, y)~d, AELB(A) . 
(a) p,(A A) I pK(f, A),IcK a bounded interval, 
(b) PI(L A) I v1(5 A), 
(c) a,(gf, {C&Y))) 2 o,(J ((7 Y)))> 
(4 PI(.L A) I or(.L A) 
(e) !f I = II u I,, II n 1, = 0, then o,V; A) = a,,(f; A) + 01~(f; A), PAL A) 2 
PI,(.L A) + PI,(L A). 
Proof. (a), (b) and the first half of (e) are obvious. (c) is straightforward to check. It 
suffices to show (d) and the second half of(e) for A = {(x, y) }. Let K be a bounded 
interval strictly extending I on both sides. 
(d) P,(A {(x> Y))) = v#U)> 1(x> Y))) = a,(#U), {(K Y)}) I a,(.fi 1(x> Y)}) by (c). 
(c) ~0 {(x3 Y))) = o,(#(Q {(K y)i\) 2 p,,(sJ(O {(x3 Y)S) + p12(gS(0, {(x3 Y)S) 
= Pl,(.L I(% Y)S) + P,,(f; 1(X> Y)))> 
where the inequality follows from the first half of(e) and (d). 0 
Remarks. It is a simple consequence of the definition of p and of gs that p is invariant 
under time-reversal of ,f and also that working with downcrossings rather than 
upcrossings the resulting oscillation measure is identical with p. 
Summarizing p has nice symmetry and superadditivity properties while v has nice 
“almost” additivity properties on rectangles andf + v,(f, ) has nice continuity prop- 
erties (we did not elaborate on the latter since we will not need them here but they are 
important when processes are approximated). cr is even additive but does not share 
any of the other mentioned properties. ,u,( f; ) and vI( ,J ) are functions offon I which 
o,(f, .) is not. 
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3. Law of large numbers 
Before we state the main result - Theorem 3.1 ~ we need some notation. 
x = {[XI> x21 x CYI, YJ: - Co < xr < x2 < y, < 4’2 < Co} 
x, = ([XI? x21 x CY,, y21: Xl 5 x2 < Yl I yz; Xl, x2> Yl, Y2@Q}. 
Theorem 3.1. Let X(t), ~EIW he a stationary process with cadlag paths and 
lEvlO, ,(K) < CC ,for KEYS. Let 9 be the invariant o-algebra on (C&P, P) generated by 
the stationary A-valued process crln,n+ ,,(X, .), neN. 
Then there exists a Y-measurable _&‘-valued D such that for every AE~Y(A) 
ii(A) = U+.I, 11(X, A) 19) a.s. 
1 
and lim t vt,,,)(X, .) = lim i P,~,~,(X, .) 
1 
= lim fgro.tl(X, .) = F(.) 
vaguely almost surely. If X is ergodic, then ,ii is deterministic. Further for all AE~?(A) 
I 1 
lim ; PRO,@, 4 = lim ; ~[~.d X, A) = b(A) as. and for all AE%Y(A) such that 
Eo(A) < CQ the convergence is also in L’. Further 
lim f v,,,,,(X, A) = y(A) as f or all AEC~‘,(A), A = E,, ((x, y)~d) and A = A and 
the convergence is in L’ if AESOP (f or additional information see 3.7 and 3.3). 
We will prove Theorem 3.1 via a number of lemmas and propositions. In Lemma 
3.2 we settle some measurability questions, Lemma 3.3 is an important intermediate 
step from which most assertions of 3.1 concerning p and CJ can be deduced. The 
following propositions basically establish that the scaled vague limits for C, ,LL and 11 all 
coincide. To see that the limits for o and v coincide (Proposition 3.5) we need 2.6(b) 
which shows that v and o are sufficiently close. In Proposition 3.5 we establish the 
coincidence of the limits of p and v by proving, that the scaled residual upcrossing 
measure is asymptotically negligible. 
Lemma 3.2. Let D be the set of cadlag functions from [w to R equipped with the 
o-algebra 9 generated by the projections. Let I be a bounded nonempty interval. Then 
the maps 
X ++ v,(X, . ), X++rr,(X;) and XH~,(X;) 
are measurable from (D, 9) to .,H equipped with its Borel-a-algebra. Further,for each 
AEG?(A) the maps 
XHV,(X,A), XHC,(X,A) and X++n,(X,A) 
are measurable,from (D, 9) to R u ( mo). 
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Proof. It suffices to show the last three assertions for all A = Exy, (.u, y)~d, since the 
result then follows via the Dynkin class theorem (also called monotone class theorem) 
for general AE%?(~) The first three assertions then follow e.g. from Proposition A.5 in 
Karr (1986). 
Fix (x, y) EA. Assume first that I is compact. As is well-known first contact times of 
right continuous processes of closed sets are measurable: 
define T,: D -+ I u 8 by T,(X) = inf{tEl: X,_ I x or X, I x} if the set is nonempty 
and T,(X) = 8 otherwise. Then for tEl we have 
{T,(X) I t} = n u kq < x + ;} u {X, I x}E~, 
neN QEQ 
where U& = Q n I n ] - co, t]. Analogously the first contact time of [y, co[ is 
measurable. This implies measurability of v,(E,,) for compact I and -by monotonicity 
- for all bounded I. 
It is easy to see from the proof of Proposition 2.6 that XH v,(X, E,,) 
- 0,(X, E._,)E{ - l,O, 1, 2) is measurable. 
,u,(X, E,,) can be expressed as a measurable function of infima and suprema 
between successive contact times of ] - CO, .x] and [y, 30[ and is therefore measur- 
able. We omit details. 0 
The following Lemma will be applied to both &(o, .) = ~,,,,~(x(w), .) and 
&(w, .) = o)~,~)(X(W), .  in case X is a cadlag stationary process. 
Lemma 3.3. Let (Q, 9, P) he a probability space, z:= {(s, t): 0 5 s < t < CCI~\ and 
assume 2 : 52 x A-+ M satisfies 
OH&(W, A) is measurable for AEcB(A), (s, t)Ez, (3.1) 
t++&(q A) is nondecreasing for AEcSI(A), cu~0 (3.2) 
&,(W,A) 2 2tlm(0,A) + imn(co,A) for AEg(A),O I1 < m < n, l,m,nENO, we!2 
(3.3) 
=Q&,m+n; nEN0, mEN) = ~(&+I,~+~+I; ncN0, mgN) (3.4) 
and 
sup L [E&,,(K) < co for K ECXC 
ntN n 
Then there exists a random element zof J,# such that 
1 I 
- Iq, + ;i 
t 
vaguely as t + 03 as. 
+ Z(A) as. as t + cc for AE98(A) 
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I~AEB(A) and Ex(A) < co, then 
fn,,(A) -+ X(A) ast+co alsoinL,. (3.9) 
Further there exists a P-nullset N such that 
j(o, K) for all KEX and all w $ N. (3.10) 
**Cc 
Remark. In general X cannot be replaced by W(d) in (3.10). 
Proof. We assume w.1.o.g. that (52, F-, P) is complete. Define A,:= Aor, t > 0. For 
AEBB we can use Kingman’s subadditive ergodic theorem (Kingman (1975, p. 169 
and p. 187 for the extended version)) to get 
lim i A,(A) = rcA a.s. 
n-7) 
for some (possibly extended) random variable rcA. Due to (3.2) we also have 
lim f A,(A) = rcA a.s. (3.11) 
r-m 
The convergence in (3.11) is also in L1 whenever sup,,,(l/n) E&,(A) < co, otherwise 
EKA = co. 
Let M be the set of wcR such that (l/t)A,(o, K) + K~(o)ER for all KEX,. Clearly 
P(M) = 1. Fix WEM. Then the collection {(l/t)&(o, .), t 2 I} is bounded in the sense 
that sup,.,(l/t)l,(w, K) < co for every compact K c A which implies that 
i(llrM4 t 2 11 is vaguely relatively compact. Suppose A and 1 are different vague 
limit points as t + co. Then there exists some KEX, such that /1(K) < i(K) (say). 
Further - since I. is regular - we find an open G c A and ~?EX~ such that K c G c l? 
and A(@ < I(K) . Then 
x(G) < lim sup:&(G) 5 lim sup f %,(I?) = lim inf fi(Z?) I %(I?) < x(K) I 2(G), 
fP+cc f-m t+cz 
which is a contradiction. Hence there exists a random element 1 of A%! such that (l/t) 
%,(w, . ) “-t I(o, . ) as t -+ cc for every COEM (measurability of 2 follows since A is 
metrizable). So we have shown (3.6). 
(3.8) follows easily: if AEBIJA) and A c G where G is open and relatively compact, 
then El(A) I E>(G) 5 [EKE < co. Define 
X(A) := IEK,, AC&?(A) and 
x,,(A):= A E&,(A), AE~(A), nEN. 
n 
Due to (3.11) and the sentence following it, we have 
lim ~~(4 = X(A), AEB(A) 
n-3c 
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(since sup(l/n) lE&(A) = lim (l/n) E.,,(A)). The convergence theorem of Nikodym 
(1933) implies that x is a measure on (d, g(d)). (Nikodym considered finite measures, 
but the extension to a-finite measures is obvious). x is Radon and so is f( .):= lEx( .) 
(by (3.8)). Since kK I A(K) a.s. for K compact and K~ 2 I(G) as. for G open we have 
X(K) I j(K) for K compact and x(G) 2 j(G) for G open, so x = 2 by regularity. For 
every compact K we therefore have I(K) = tiK a.s. 
Let us consider the special case where the process in (3.4) is ergodic for the moment. 
Then K~ = X(A) a.s. for every (fixed) AE%?(~) and since ICY = x(K) = x(K) as. for all 
KEY, we have K~ = l(A) a.s. for every (fixed) AEB(~) showing (3.7) and (3.9). In the 
general case let $ be the law of i(u) = (&,,(w)) eCrnCn _ ( m, n E NO) on the restriction to 
the subset S which satisfies (3.3) (with the restriction of the product-o-algebra of &‘). 
Define the shift (T(A)),,,~ = &,+ I.n + 1 on S @ is invariant with respect to r by (3.4) and 
_ since S is standard - we have a representation 
P(.) = s k(. ) dp(4 x (3.12) 
for some 2, a probability measure p and ergodic probability measures $, on 
S (Parthasarathy (1977, p. 
IC* = 1(A)) = 1 for every x E 
256)). For A E @p(d) we have shown that @,(J. E S: 
X”, so (3.12) implies (3.7) and (3.9) in the general case. 
Again we show (3.10) in the ergodic case first. Then 2 is deterministic. 
Obviously the sets {(x, y) E d: x({(x, y)j) > 0}, {(qi, q2, y) E (d n Q2) x 1w: q2 < y 
and A(Cq1, q21 x (Y3) > 01 and {(x, ql, q2) E R x (A n Q’): x < q1 and 
Wx) x c41~q21) ‘0) are countable, so we find a null set N c 52 such that (l/t) 
&(q A) + /l(o, A) for all w $ N and all A c Cl as above. It follows that for the same 
nullset N we have (3.10). 
Using (3.12) we get (3.10) in the general case. 0 
Proposition 3.4. Let X(t), t E R be a stationary real-valued process with cadlag paths 
and assume IEv’i,, ,,(K) < co for K E K. Then both 
I.&, .) = p,s,,,(x(o& . ) and Ma . ) = qs,t,(Xbh .I 
satisfy the assumptions of Lemma 3.3. 
Proof. (3.1) follows from 3.2. (3.2) is obvious, (3.3) was established in 2.8(e). (3.4) is 
clear. (3.5) follows for cr from 2.6(b) and for p as follows: 
by 2.4(b), so 
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Notation. Under the assumptions of 3.4 we denote the limiting measures 1 in 3.3 
corresponding to p and g by b and 5 respectively. It is clear that in (3.6), (3.7), (3.9) and 
(3.10) we can write pLo,tl resp. c[O,tl instead of ,LL,~,~~ resp. G]~,~]. 
Our next aim is to show that fi = C? and that (l/t) v&X(w), .) also converges to ji. 
Proposition 3.5. Under the assumptions of 3.4 
1 
; qo. ,1(X(4, .I + C(w, .) uaguely as t -+ co a.s. 
Further there exists a nullset N such that 
1 
;vro,tl(-w~ K) +Z(qK) forallw$N and allKEx. 
Proof. By 2.6(b) and 3.4 the family { (l/t)vro.a (X(o)), t 2 1) is almost surely vaguely 
relatively compact. 
If \7(w, .) is a vague limit point 2.6(b) and 3.4 imply that 
1 
ij((o, K) 2 lim t ~~~,~~(X(cu), K) = d(w, K) a.s. forK E .%. 
r-rm 
Showing that 3(w, K) = c?(o, K) for all K E SC, by contradiction as in the proof of 3.3 
we see that S = d almost surely. The last assertion follows from 3.4 and 2.6(b). 0 
Proposition 3.6. Under the assumptions of 3.4 ji = E almost surely. 
Proof. It suffices to show 
lim f rLo,,,(X(w), K) = 0 a.s. for all K E L%C,, 
t-m 
since we already know from 2.8(b), 3.4 and 3.5 that 
1 1 
0 I 7 qo,tl (X(w), .I = f (v[o.tl W(w), ‘) - P[OJ,Wb), .))- 5 - iii =: f 
vaguely almost surely as t + co. By 3.4 and 3.5 we further know that there is a nullset 
N such that 
lim !r for allw$ N’ and all K E x. (3.13) 
t-n: 
t ro,,,(X(o), K) = ?(w, K) 
Define M(W) = s~p,,~XJo) and m(o) = 1 if M(u) = lJ,“=, SU~~~[-,,~,X~(O) and 
m(w) = 0 otherwise. Further let A(o):= [M(w), co[ if m(w) = 0 and ]M(o), co[ if 
m(w) = 1. Fix x1 < x2 < y, < y,. Then 
rlo,&X(w), [x1, x21 x(Cyl, YZI n @4)) = 0 
smce v,~.~, of the same set is zero. We show that 
lim f qo,t~ (X(4, C x1, x21 x (Cyl, y21 n A’(o))) = 0 a.s. (3.14) 
f+as 
Define q(o) := inf{t E 9([0, a[): X(t, w) 2 y), T:(w) := inf{t E 9([0, a[), 
t 2 Ti- 1(o) + 1: X(t, w) 2 y}, y1 2 2. By Birkhoff’s ergodic theorem there exists a null 
set fi?N such that T:(o) < co for all n E N and all y E R on {M(w) > y) n fi and on 
{M(o) = y> n {m(w) = l> n I+. So ‘ro,r:,(XM [x1, x21 x CYI, Y2 * Yl) 5 J-[O.TY] 
(X(w), [x1, x2] x [yl, y2 A y]) + 1 for all n and w, y as above. Since T; + co as n + co 
we have 
lim inf f rro,ll(X(o), [ Xl> x21 x CY1, Y2 A Yl) = 0 
t-nc 
for o, y as above. The lim inf is a lim by (3.13). In case m(w) = 1 - setting y = M(o) 
~ we get (3.14). Otherwise by (3.13) 
J(w [XI, x21 x (CYI, ~21 n 44)) = lim 3~ [XI, x21 x CyI, Y, A ~1) = 0. 
ptM(u) 
Since [x1, x2] x ( [yl, y2] n A’(o)) is the difference of two sets in Z we get (3.14) also 
in case m(o) = 0. 0 
Proposition 3.7. Let X(t), t E R be stationary with cadlag paths and kro, ,](K) < cx) for 
K E xx. Then 




t v,~,~,(A) --f j?(A) as., t + co (3.16) 
for A E 99<(A),for A = E,, ((x, y) E A) andfor A = A. For every A E g(A)for which there 
exists A EB E g(A) such that (l/t) v,~,!, (B)+ ,12(g) a.s. (3.16) holds on the set 
{F(B) < a>. 
Convergence in (3.16) holds in L1 for A E 99’,(A). Zf L,-convergence holds jbr B E S?(A), 
then also for A LB, A E g(A). Zf @(E,,) < co resp. [Eb(A) < a, then L,-convergence 
holds for A = E,, resp. A = A. 
Proof. (3.15) is clear by 3.4 and v Co,,1(A) 2 P~~,~,(A). Almost sure and L,-convergence 
for A E z%?, A = E,, and A = A follow from 2.6, 3.4, 3.5 and 3.6. 
Assume (l/t) v,~,~,(B) + p(B) a.s. and AEB, A, BE 99(A). Then d(B) = lim(l/t) 
v&B) 2 lim inf (l/t) v[~,~](A) + lim inf(l/t) v[,,,~(B\A) 2 P(A) + /@\A) = F(B) implies 
lim: v~~,~~(A) = F(A) a.s. on {j(B) < co} 
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This also implies as. convergence for A E .BJd) since A can be covered by finitely 
many Ki E x and i(K) < a a.s. for K E ~6. 
Now assume L,-convergence holds for Big and let AEB, A, BE&?(~) . Recall 
0 I Y[o,~] = V[O,~I - ~~0.~1. Then 
1 
[E ; r[o,tl (4 I Ef qo,t~(B) I E ; qo.r~P) - P(B) 
+ E f /qo,tlm - Lw4 + 0 by 3.4. 
Therefore 
E f v~,,,~(A) - j?(A) I E fr 
1 
,o,t,(A) + E ; /qo,tj(A) - P(A) -+ 0. 
L,-convergence for AE@,,(~) follows from this as a.s. convergence above. 0 
Now we are able to finish the proof of Theorem 3.1. 
Proof of Theorem 3.1. j(A) = E(crlo, 1l( X, A) 19) a.s. follows from Birkhoff’s ergodic 
theorem (in the generalized sense if l@(A) = co) . By changing the version of fi if 
necessary we can assume that J(K) is $-measurable for all KE%~. This implies that 
ji(A) is y-measurable for all open A and ~ by regularity - for all AE!B(A) and hence 
p is y-measurable. If X is ergodic, then 9 is trivial, so b is deterministic. All other 
statements have been proved in 3.3-3.7. 0 
Remark. If X(n), HEN, is real-valued stationary, we can extend it to a stationary 
cadlag process Y on I&! on a possibly enlarged probability space by first extending it to 
Z and then defining a random variable cp which is uniformly distributed on ] 0, l] and 
independent of X(n), nEZ and defining 
Y(f) := X(n), for tE[n - 1 + cp(o), n + cp(w)[. 
Then v[~,.~(X, ) = v,~,~~(Y, .I and PCO,,@, .) = PLOA( Y, .) The integrability condi- 
tion in 3.1 is automatically satisfied. Obviously b(d) I 3 for all w, so 3.7 implies that 
for every AEB(A) we have (l/n)vtO,nl(X, A) + i(A) a.s. 
Proposition 3.7 leaves open the question whether for every AELB(A) (l/t) vt,,,)(X, A) 
converges to /l(A) as. The following example shows that this need not be the case. It 
also provides a counterexample to other conjectures one might propose. 
Example 3.8. We give an example of a stationary ergodic process X(t), t~lW and 
AEC?+?(~) such that lim(l/t) vtO,,,(X, A) = co a.s. but p(A) = 0. 
For rn~N, let g,,,: [0, l[ -+ Z be the function which takes the values 0, 1, - 1, 3, 
-3, . . . . 2m+l, -2m,2m, -2m+2,2m-2, . . . . -2,2,Ointhatorderon[O,l[ 
_ each on a right-open left-closed interval of equal length 1/(4m + 3) mEN. Let 
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Y,,, UEZ be i.i.d and P(Y, = gIml) = 2-“, rn~N. Let cp be uniform on [0, l[ and 
independent of the Yi, in No. Define 
X(t) = Y1f+rpl(t + cp - [t + cp]), ~ER([ 1: Gauss-brackets) . 
Clearly X is ergodic and IEvt,,, il( X,K)< coforKEx.DefineA = {(x,y)~d:x,y~Z 
and y - x is even}. By inspection ,u,~,~,(X, A) = 0 for all n~lV, so p(A) = 0, but 
vt,,.)(X, A) 2 2.2”” if m = max{k: Yi = g2k for some in{ 1, . . . , n - 1)). An application 
of the Borel-Cantelli Lemma shows that for c( > 0 P({v~,,,~(X, A) < cm i.o.}) = 0, so 
lim n- ‘vt,,“)(X, A) = cc a.s. 
A slight modification of the example also shows that Evt,, il(X, B) < co does not 
imply Q(B) < co: define X as above but let it be zero for a unit between successive 
Yi’s. If B = {(x, y)~d: x, ~~77 and y - x is odd}, then Ev,e, ,,(X, B) I 1 but D(B) = cc 
(but pro, i1 = 0). The last example shows further that Evto, i,(X, B) < co does not imply 
(Ev~~,,~(X, B) < cc for all HEN: take the same B and n = 3. 
4. Examples 
The first three examples concern the explicit computation of the limit ,ii in Theorem 
3.1. In the ergodic case all we have “to do is to compute fi(E,,) = lim,,,( l/n) 
Evt,,,,(X, E,,) for all (x, y). If p(E,,) < 00 for all (x, y)~d then we know fi. So we have 
to calculate the mean number of upcrossings for any pair (x, y)~d 
Example 4.1. Let Xi, X2, . . be i.i.d. real-valued with continuous distribution func- 
tion. Without loss of generality we assume that Xi is uniformly distributed on [0, l] 
(otherwise perform an appropriate transformation). Define r’:= inf{nEN: X, 2 y) 
and r, = inf {neFU: X, I x}. Then for 0 < x < y < lEry = l/(1 - y) and Et, = l/x, so 
and ,L? has a density w.r.t. Lebesgue measure on A given by 
g(x.y)=2x(l -y)(x+ 1 -y))3 
Note that ii(A) = l/3, which is not surprising since the probability that X,(m 2 2) is 
a local maximum of the sequence Xi, X2, . . . is l/3. 
Example 4.2. Let X(t), ~E[W be a one-dimensional diffusion process (on R) with 
(strictly increasing, continuous) scale function p(x), x~R(p(0) = 0) and speed measure 
m(dx) on R (see Mandl (1968) for definitions and properties). Assume 
m(R) < co, p(co) = cc and p( - co) = - 00, so X(t), teR can be chosen to be station- 
ary. From explicit formulas for the expected first passage times (Mandl (1968, p. 91)) 
and the strong Markov property we get 
1 
K%) = (p(y) - p(x))m(R)’ 
Note that p can be identified from b up to a factor which is arbitrary anyway 
(sometimes the factor is fixed by requiring p’(O) = 0 in case p is C’). 
For the special case of the stationary Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process X solving 
dX(t) = - ax(t) dt + D d W(r), cc, CT > 0, 
we get 
Let us show that for any x~ER, the diffusion X starting in xo~[w at time zero satisfies 
(l/t),~,,(X, .) + ,II( .) vaguely almost surely and the same for V. 2(X( 1)) is equivalent 
to m, so the laws of (XI +,),.O and of the stationary process are equivalent and we 
therefore have (l/t) F~~,~~(X) + p and (l/t)\s,l,fl(X) -+ b vaguely almost surely and we 
have almost sure convergence on B’,(d). Now, for ISEA” - omitting the argument 
X - we have 
P,1,r,(W 5 P[O,t,(w 5 V[O,&) 5 “[O.l[(W + 2 + ~‘,1,t,W) 
implying 
lim f v[~,~~(K) = lim : I~,~,~~(K) = D(K) a.s. 
so 
f(P [o.tl - P[I,rl)- 0 a.s. and fi “[o.tI - I$,t1)- ” 0 as. 
and therefore lim(l/r) pLo,tI = lim(l/t) v[~,~] = ji a.s. and a.s. convergence holds on 
BAA). 
Example 4.3. Let E be a nonempty countable set and ( Yn)neh an irreducible stationary 
Markov chain with values in E, transition probabilities (pij) and invariant probability 
measure (ni). Letf: E -+ R satisfy If- ‘(K) 1 < cc for every bounded K c R and define 
X, :=f( Y,,), IIEZ. We wish to calculate F associated with (X,). Fix (x, y)~d. To 
compute ji(E,,) we may assume y 2 SUP,,~ f(e) and x 2 inf,,,f(e) . Then ,ii(E,,) 
equals the probability that X0 1. x and there exists k > 0 such that Xk 2 y and 
x < X, < y for all 0 < m < k. If we define A = {GEE: ,f(e) I x},B = {GEE: 
x <,f(e) < y}, C = {eEE:f(e) 2 y> and eTY = ~j( Y, exits from B into C), DEB, then 
~ since B is finite - eJ’ can be computed by solving a finite linear system only involving 
pij for DEB. Therefore 
FtExy) = C xi C pij + 1 PijeT’ . 
itA ( jeC jsLl 1 
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Example 4.4. Let ji be the measure on A with density (y - x))~ (i.e. 
ji(E,,) = i( y - x)-i), B standard Brownian motion and M a continuous local mar- 
tingale satisfying M,, = 0 and [Mlm = co a.s. (for definitions and properties of 
continuous local martingales, local time etc. see Von Weizsacker and Winkler, 1990; 
or Revuz and Yor, 1991). Further let vcM(r), t 2 0 be local time at r E [w of M and Z the 




t - 1’2P[0,t]m - i” Z./q g %y(O).ji), 
Y 
CM- 1’2~[o,r~UW - Z./A 
W’?(O))- ’ ~ro.t#f) = 11, 
and the same holds for ~1 replaced by v. 
We prove (i) not directly but by time-changing B such that 4.2 can be applied. Let 
a~c”([W, Iw) satisfy 0 2 1 and J?“,a-‘(x)dx = 1. Define T,, t 2 0 by 
t = SOT’ oP2(B,)ds and Y(r):= B(7’,). Then Y is a diffusion with (finite) speed measure 
m(dx) = 20~ ‘(x) dx and scale function p(x) = x. It is easy to see via scaling properties 




a: r - 112 g-‘(B,)ds = rm1j2 o-2(U)%;(u)du 5 z 2 G??(O). 
0 -cc r-z 
Together with 4.2 this implies 
7’-1’2p~0,T,1(B) = (T,-1’2.t)(t~1~ro,,l(Y))~Z./1 g %;(o).p. (4.1) 
1+ m 
Hence (i) follows (observe that T,fco as troo as.). 
To show (ii) define S,:= inf (t 2 0: [Mlt > r>. Then WY:= Msr is a Brownian motion. 
Therefore WrM,, = M, which - together with (i) - implies (ii). 
To show (iii) for M = B first observe that the ergodic theorem for additive functionals 
(Revuz and Yor (1991, p. 397)) implies that Q?:(O)-‘. {& C2(B,) ds converges to 
1 almost surely as r + co. So a computation analogous to (4.1) shows 
lim P@,(O))) ‘~to,~,r(B) = lim rP ‘!-+A T,,(B) = P, 
f-S f-T 
where the limit is almost sure. The result for general M follows by time-change. 
Example 4.5. The following example has nothing to do with Chapter 3 and only 
serves to show that upcrossing measures may occasionally be useful to obtain explicit 
formulas. We omit detailed proofs. 
Letf: [0, t] + 10, co[ be a regular function bounded away from zero which repres- 
ents the amount of DM one gets for 1 US$ at t. Suppose an investor has 1 DM at 
s = 0 and his aim is to own as many DM as possible at t solely by trading between 
DM and $ (without loans!). We assume thatfis known to the investor beforehand and 
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that he has to pay c units transaction costs per unit traded (0 I c). It is not hard to see 
that his final wealth w, when trading optimally is 
= exp (y-x-K)+d t+o,t1(log~ (x, Y)) > 
where K = 2 log(1 + c). Note that w, < co for c > 0, w, is nonincreasing and w, = 1. 
w. < co iff the total variation off(or logf) is finite. It is clear that the optimal trading 
strategy is to sell all $ at s whenever Pro,,l(logf, s, E,,) = 1, where y =f(s) and 
x = y - K. Note that we tacitly assumed that trading is permitted at any SEX([O, t]) . 
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